The silent system
for retrofitting.
For upright and
grand pianos.
The new silent system
by Excellent Piano Installs A. Dütz

Play piano
when ever you like
adsilent impresses with an excellent piano sound with 9 sample
layers recorded by european specialists. Touchless key and
pedal sensors, unparalleled in their space requirements and
high precision, underline the leading position of the adsilent
technique. The combination of its technology with modern
features like integrated Bluetooth MIDI* and wireless remote
control via app make it really unique.

✔✔Superbe piano sound with 9 sample layers
and 128 dynamic levels
✔✔Additonal new sound samples for e.g.
Electric piano and strings
✔✔100% touch-less sensors for keys and pedals
✔✔Integrated Bluetooth MIDI*
✔✔Max. 247 note polyphony
✔✔128 sounds
✔✔Sound-effects (reverb, chorus, etc.)
✔✔Metronome
✔✔USB MIDI
* Bluetooth MIDI feature currently only available for smartphones and
tablet computers.

Record & Play
You want to record your performance
and send it to your friends, relatives
or teachers? This is all possible with
the adsilent!

At home
Use the adsilent system at home during the
day or at night. Listen to your recordings
or an accompaniment instrument sound via
speakers.

Ideal for learning
Several students can practice undisturbed
at the same time in the same room.
Students can listen to the played exercises
via headphones. The piano teacher can
plug in a second headphone and listen to
his student at any time.

Using the free app provides quick and easy
access to settings e.g. for sound, reverb or
volume. Naturally the system can also be
operated without the app.

Combine with
a player system
adsilent can also be added to a player system as a
recording system. This combination, will enable you
to record your piano performance and play it back
live on your player system.

Operation also wireless
via Android or iOS app
The adsilent app is a companion app for the adsilent
system for upright and grand pianos. The app allows you to
easily access and adjust settings such as sound, reverb and
volume.

Adapt the system to your instrument
and taste.
Available settings:
✔✔ Piano type
✔✔Tuning for individual keys
✔✔Tuning all keys
✔✔Touch control/dynamic curve
✔✔Note repeat limit
✔✔Black key volume
✔✔Individual key volume
✔✔Pedal switch point
✔✔Key depth (key travel)
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